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WHITE WINE BY THE GLASS

sparkling
ALLURE MOSCATO - CA - $7/28
slightly sweet with fresh fruit flavors

MASCHIO PROSECCO - ITALY - $7/28 
a bouquet of white peach and orange blossoms, 
fruit forward, with peach and almond flavors

pinot grigio
FOLONARI - VENETO, ITALY - $6.5/26
cool, crisp, and vibrant; the perfect glass of wine for any occasion

riesling
SAINT “M” RIESLING - GERMANY - $7/28
slightly sweet with crisp acidity 
88 points wine spectator

sauvignon blanc
BONTERRA, MENDOCINO - CA - $7.25/29
grapefruit, citrus, kiwi, and notes of fresh cut grass, 
made with 100% organic grapes

87 points wine spectator

chardonnay
HELENA RANCH VINEYARDS - LODI, CA - $6.5/26
crisp, bright, and refreshing.  tropical fruit notes with minimal oak

KENWOOD VINEYARDS YALUPA - KENWOOD, CA - $7.5/30
complex fruit aromas of fig and peach are followed by sweet vanilla and nutmeg.   
rich and full-bodied mouthfeel with a smooth creamy finish and significant oak 

white blend
MICHAEL DAVID INCOGNITO - LODI, CA - $8/32
full-bodied, exotic grapes give it a heady aroma, almost like star fruit. with bright 
notes of peaches and a creamy finish.  great with food or on its own, this wine is 
guaranteed to be a crowd pleaser! (viognier, chardonnay, sauvignon blanc, symphony, 
muscat, and semillon.)
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red blend
DON’S LODI RED - LODI, CA - $7.25/29
another incredible wine from michael david winery –  
a powerful combination of syrah, petite sirah, and  
zinfandel produce a fantastic table wine  

zinfandel
CLINE CELLARS- LODI, CA - $7.5/30
dark berry fruit notes including black cherry and strawberry.  the lodi 
region’s hotter climate contributes an intriguing level of smokiness and 
spice. significant oak aging along with firm, supple tannins add a unique 
complexity to this wine

cabernet sauvignon
CASILLERO DEL DIABLO “CELLAR OF THE DEVIL” - CHILE - $7/28
a gorgeous full-bodied cabernet with layers of cassis and black cherry 
fruit, together with a delicious hint of coffee and dark chocolate. perfectly 
balanced, with a satisfying and lingering finish – back by popular demand!

UPPERCUT - NAPA, CA - $8.5/34
a traditional napa style cabernet with just enough attitude. generous black 
cherry and blackberry aromas and flavors draw you in and then reveal 
complex hints of mocha and mineral, plus a racy hint of spicy smokiness

pinot noir
STEMMARI - SICILY, ITALY - $6.5/26
classic pinot noir style, complex and delicate

malbec
FRONTERA - MENDOZA, ARGENTINA - $6.5/26
mouth-filling black cherry and dark plum flavors, elegantly  
wrapped with subtle spice and velvety, gentle tannins

merlot
MOUNTAIN MERLOT - WALLA WALLA, WA - $7/28
velvety and smooth with rich flavors of red berry, plum, and  
ripe cherry, highlighted with notes of mocha and spice... 
don’t pass on this merlot, chef tony says this is a must-try!

RED WINE BY THE GLASS
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sparkling
CHANDON BRUT - NAPA, CA - $38 
nutty flavors with hints of brioche that  
build to a refreshingly dry finish
89 points wine spectator 

white blend 
PINE RIDGE CHENIN BLANC VIOGNIER - NAPA, CA - $32
the sweetness of viognier with the tartness of chenin blanc combine to  
create a delightfully refreshing wine; lively fruit flavors linger through  
a clean and slightly off-dry finish

90 points robert parker

riesling
EROICA - COLUMBIA VALLEY, WA - $45
an elegant off-dry riesling in a collaboration between dr. loosen estate and 
chateau ste. michele, two of the world’s great riesling producers. mandarin 
orange aromas melded with mineral, spiced apple, and lively, crisp acidity
93 points wine enthusiast

pinot grigio
BANFI “SAN ANGELO” - ITALY - $36
fruit forward, rich, and full-bodied with a long finish

pinot gris
KING ESTATES - EUGENE, OR - $35
medium bodied with luscious flavors of pineapple,  
pear, white peach, and zesty citrus fruit

sauvignon blanc
MATUA - MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND - $34
passion fruit, black currant, and citrus lifted  
with a touch of fresh grass

chardonnay
ROMBAUER VINEYARDS - NAPA, CA - $48   
a rich chardonnay with seamless, textured layers of cantaloupe,  
pineapple, and vanilla followed by a touch of oak – delicious!

LES CHARMES, CAVE DE LUGNY - BURGUNDY, FRANCE - $36 
aromas of citrus, peach and apricot followed by a wonderful balance between 
acidity and sweetness with a marked freshness from aging primarily in stainless 
steel.  attractive honey notes on the rounded, generous finish

picpoul blanc 
PAUL MAS ESTATES - FRANCE - $33
this little french grape offers a delightful surprise – tart, creamy,  
and spicy all in one.  an excellent companion to seafood and fish dishes

WHITE WINE BOTTLES
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pinot noir
CHERRY TART - SONOMA, MONTEREY, SANTA BARBARA, CA - $35
multi single vineyard blend, 100% pure pinot noir.  rich and approachable, with 
layers of blackberry, wild berry, cherry, and plum flavors. well-proportioned 
with firm tannins and a lingering finish

WILLAMETTE VALLEY VINEYARDS WHOLE CLUSTER - OR - $46
vibrant aromas of fresh cherries, strawberries and clove with a hint of earthiness, 
flowing into a soft, well-rounded finished accented by mouthwatering acidity

LA CREMA WINERY - RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, CA - $51
dense but supple.  extensive notes of ripe fruit, black licorice, and cola followed 
by juicy blackberry and cherry with a touch of cocoa and hint of molasses

rioja
HAZAÑA TRADICIÓN - RIOJA, SPAIN - $33
this intensely fruity wine delivers a mix of leather, tobacco, and  
berries on the nose and a rich, balanced palate perfect for most occasions
90 points robert parker

tempranillo
VOLVER SINGLE VINEYARD - LA MANCHA, SPAIN - $34
its deep ruby/purple color is followed by copious aromas of  
black currants, black cherries, pepper, underbrush, and licorice 
91 points steven tanzer 

garnacha
LAYER CAKE - CALATAYUD, SPAIN - $32
intense dark fruit with a background of rich dark chocolate,  
freshly ground coffee, a note of spice and a long creamy finish

grenache 
SHATTER GRENACHE - FRANCE - $48
100% french grenache, dave phinney and joel gott’s collaboration. 
aromas of crushed cherry and rhubarb, delicately framed by seasoned 
french oak. ripe blackberry and blueberry notes coalesce to form an 
intense and lasting finish

mourvèdre
CLINE ANCIENT VINES MOURVÈDRE - SONOMA, CA - $35
hints of eucalyptus on the nose, distinct chocolate characteristics and a 
luscious deep plum flavor of oak and a smooth finish. EJ’s favorite!
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shiraz 
HEARTLAND - AUSTRALIA - $35
dense, layered black fruit with aromas of anise and cracked pepper 
enveloped in classic blackberry. an echo of mint is brought to the palate by 
the addition of a small amount of limestone coast fruit

MOLLYDOOKER CARNIVAL OF LOVE - MCLAREN VALE, AUST - $75
layers of rich cherry and blackberry fruits, creamy vanilla notes,  
chocolate, and even some pepper and spice 
95 points wine spectator, rated #2 on 2014 wine spectator top 100

MOLLYDOOKER BLUE EYED BOY - MCLAREN VALE, AUST - $70
rich, creamy vanilla followed by an explosion of blueberries. vibrant dark 
berry fruits, plum, and chocolate cream. silky texture laced with luscious 
layers of fresh fruit, spice, coffee, and a seamless finish

merlot
ROMBAUER CARNEROS - NAPA, CA - $48
vibrant and concentrated aromas of tobacco and cedar intertwine with 
plum and boysenberry. medium to full bodied, the wine shows elegance 
and structure

malbec
CATENA - ARGENTINA - $35
notes of ripe dark fruits, cracked white pepper, tobacco and mocha
91 points wine spectator

chianti classico
BANFI - TUSCANY, ITALY - $33
well-noted for the alluring bouquet, rich flavors, supple  
tannins, and good acidity –  a must try for chianti lovers! 

nebbiolo
DAMILANO - PIEDMONT, ITALY - $37
coined the “baby barolo”. a classic italian varietal that pairs well with many dishes.
balanced tannins and good structure are velvety and harmonic on the palate

montepulciano
FOLONARI - ITALY - $32
this is the perfect wine to dine with. lively and juicy with bright notes of cherries 
and cranberries, take a taste and picture yourself in the italian countryside

RED WINE BOTTLES (CONTINUED)
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red blend
INCOGNITO - LODI, CA - $34
another incredible wine from michael david winery –  
a big, rich, and bold blend of nine grapes produces deep  
complexity with intense ripe fruits and a lingering finish

19 CRIMES - AUSTRALIA - $30
a bold blend of shiraz and durif (petite syrah) with dark fruits and vanilla.  
a wine that showcases the beauty of blending two varieties, delivering a 
memorable wine with loads of personality

CHATEAU BELLEVUE - BORDEAUX, FRANCE - $36
a classic bordeaux blend from a 6 generation family-owned vineyard

BLACK SLATE - PORRERA, SPAIN - $37
a distinct blend of old vine grenache and carignan combine to  
create a rich, full-bodied wine with notes of ripe dark fruits and tobacco – 
previous vintage scored 93 pts robert parker  
(limited availability)

CONN CREEK ANTHOLOGY - NAPA, CA - $62
blackberries and plums nestle among cocoa, anise and wildflowers.  
on the palate a bright opening of black currants leads to a lingering  
finish of rich chocolaty tannins

THE PRISONER, PRISONER WINE COMPANY - NAPA, CA - $59
a favorite year after year – zinfandel, cabernet, petite sirah, syrah, and charbono
(limited availability)

MOLLYDOOKER TWO LEFT FEET - MCLAREN VALE, AUST - $45
the best elements of shiraz, merlot & cabernet in a seamless blend.  
the combination creates great complexity but also great length,  
mocha, and spice are the lasting flavors but each new taste  
shows more attractive fruit and delicious flavors
91 points robert parker
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cabernet sauvignon
EARTHQUAKE - LODI, CA - $42
chock full of decadent black fruits, chewy tobacco,  
sweet vanilla, and spice aromas

HEITZ CELLAR - NAPA, CA - $65
a burst of blackberry flavors softly framed by notes of fresh currant. silky 
tannins give this cab a solid backbone, weaving the flavors into a smooth, 
harmonious finish

SHAFER VINEYARDS - NAPA, CA - $89
from the stags leap district, a rich and intense wine with notes of  
mocha, tar, spices, and tobacco
94 points robert parker

DON MELCHOR (CONCHA Y TORO) - CHILE - $119
deep, lush fruit followed by fine-grained tannins and a note of oak
94 points wine spectator

STAG’S LEAP “FAY VINEYARDS” - NAPA, CA - $125
a voluptuous wine with seductive perfume, supple structure, and rich berry
93 points robert parker

BERINGER PRIVATE RESERVE (2010) - NAPA, CA - $145
a dense, rich, and powerful expression of cabernet with loads of  
dark berry, crushed rock, black licorice, tobacco, and chewy tannins 
(limited availability)
96 points robert parker

zinfandel
SALDO, PRISONER WINE COMPANY - NAPA, CA - $46
bold in its dark berry aroma and laced with hints of cardamom and  
fall spices, the finish has persistent notes of chocolate and rich coffee bean
88 points wine spectator

ROMBAUER VINEYARDS - NAPA, CA - $48
rombauer quality with deep, lush fruits,  
a touch of spice, and a lingering finish

EARTHQUAKE ZINFANDEL - NAPA, CA - $42
a bold and intense zinfandel from michael david winery.  ripe and zesty,  
with appealing flavors of huckleberry, fresh sage and licorice
93 points wine enthusiast

syrah
HARAS CHARACTER, MAIPO VALLEY, CHILE - $46
deep, dark wine with an immense nose of ripe blackberries, cassis, back pepper 
and rosemary aromas. lusciously rich and full, with black fruit flavors dominating, 
and  a streak of attractive minerally freshness and smoky oak nuances. long and 
impressive finish, with more black pepper character

RED WINE BOTTLES (CONTINUED)
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THE OLD FASHIONED     
our forté.  hand muddled with your choice of  
brandy or whiskey...or try it with amaretto  
just like grandma ‘Lil May liked it 

IOWA-FASHIONED 
brown sugar and bourbon create this deliciously 
smooth old fashioned made with iowa’s own cedar 
ridge bourbon (crafted in swisher, iowa) 

APPLE OLD FASHIONED
hand muddled with bird dog apple flavored 
whiskey, a tasty twist on the traditional drink

MOSCOW MULE
a vintage classic with ginger beer and fresh lime 
juice, served ice cold in a copper mug

COOL AS A...MULE 
pearl cucumber vodka, fresh cucumbers,  
and fresh lime juice, topped with ginger beer  
and served ice cold in a copper mug

FLIPPIN’  FANTASTIC 
gin, grapefruit hefeweizen, and st. germaine 
elderflower liqueur, shaken and served on the 
rocks, garnished with a lemon

THE OLD BIRD DOG  
bird dog apple flavored whisky, fresh lemon juice, 
lemonade, and a dash of cinnamon, shaken  
and served on the rocks, garnished with  
a cinnamon stick

¡AY, CARAMBA! 
a traditional margarita shaken with a splash of 
jalapeño ale, giving it a delightful, spicy kick! 
served on the rocks with a salted rim

PIÑA COLADA 
coconut cream, myers dark rum, and pineapple 
juice. we shake the hell out of it and serve it on 
the rocks with a sugared rim

           - an L.May favorite!

COCKTAILS & MARTINIS
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ROCKIN’ RYE MANHATTAN
orange and cherry infused “slow & low” straight 
rye whiskey (by rock and rye), shaken and 
served up in the traditional manhattan style 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER MARTINI        
just like the mighty mississippi...dirty.  
a classic served with tito’s handmade vodka,  
a splash of dry vermouth, shaken with olive juice 
and finished with bleu cheese stuffed olives  
 
ST. GERMAINE MARTINI 
fresh lemon juice, st. germaine elderflower 
liqueur, and citrus vodka, served up,  
simple and refreshing!

THE FLIRTINI
L.May’s twist on the cosmo complemented  
with a touch of raspberry liqueur served up

BIG BLUE MARTINI
the hippest martini on main. a combination of 
blueberry, raspberry, and pomegranate served 
up. one of L.May’s all time favorite indulgences



PALE ALE
deschutes mirror pond  90 RB
sierra nevada 

ENGLISH ALE
boddingtons pub (pint)

BLONDE ALE
good old potosi golden

BELGIAN ALE
duvel belgian  99 RB 
 
PEPPER ALE
bent river jalapeño

AMBER ALE
breckenridge avalanche
rush river unforgiven

HEFEWEIZEN/WHEAT
ayinger bräu-weisse  97 RB
ayinger UR-weisse* (16.9 oz)  96 RB
hacker-pschorr  93 RB
wasatch apricot hefeweizen
 
PORTER
left hand black jack
samuel smith taddy  98 RB

PILSNER
evil twin low life  86 RB
pilsner urquell  

we welcome hop heads, beer snobs,  
and those aspiring to become!
 
ask about our weekly beer feature...

BOCK
ayinger celebrator dopplebock  100 RB- perfect score!
shiner bock

SOUR BEER
off color troublesome  90 RB

GLUTEN-FREE
omission lager

   L.MAY BEER GUIDE
    # RB - ratebeer.com scale from 1 to 100
    # IBU - international bittering unit
    SESSION BEER - beer with lower than  
    typical alcohol contents and higher  
    than expected flavor 
    *UR-weisse - dunkelweizen/dark wheat
              - an L.May favorite!
                     - came from nearby!

BEER
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LAGER
backpocket gold coin
samuel smith organic
sam adams boston
amstel light 
corona extra 
heineken 
stella artois
 
SCOTCH ALE
orkney skull splitter  94RB  

BROWN ALE
samuel smith nut brown
newcastle
surly coffee bender (pint) 98RB
 

IPA
tallgrass ethos (pint) (110 IBU) 96RB
surly furious (pint) (99 IBU) 100RB - perfect score!
clown shoes galactica double  (86 IBU)  97RB 
destihl vertex  (76 IBU) 90RB
bell’s two hearted  (55 IBU)
ghostrider white  (50 IBU)
samuel smith india ale (46 IBU)
lagunitas  (45 IBU)  95RB
 
STOUT
deschutes obsidian 99RB 
left hand nitro milk 96RB
samuel smith organic chocolate 98RB 
tallgrass buffalo sweat oatmeal cream (pint) 
new holland poet oatmeal stout 95RB
evil twin “iyou with my stout” imperial (12% ABV) 99 RB
guinness draught 

CIDER 
stella artois cidre

SESSION BEER 
evil twin bikini beer ipa (2.7% ABV)
schofferhofer grapefruit hefeweizen (3% ABV)

NON-ALCOHOLIC 
kaliber  (from the makers of guinness)

BEER
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WHEN IN DOUBT,
DRINK A STOUT! 



TERRA D ORO ZINFANDEL PORT     
aromas of raisined berry fruit, sugared dates, chocolate, caramel,  
and orange peel.  the wine’s rich, lush, grapey flavors also  
evoke raisin, cocoa, coffee, and toffee

SMITH & KEARNS 
straight from the supper club era, a combination of dark creme de 
cacao, cream, and club soda on the rocks

NUTS & BERRIES
enjoy dessert in a glass with this delicious combination of hazelnut 
and raspberry liqueurs with cream, served on the rocks

CHOCOLATE DESSERT MARTINI       
white and dark chocolate liqueurs with whipped cream vodka 
and a splash of irish cream in a chocolate rimmed glass.  a perfect 
dessert!

SALTED CARAMEL MARTINI 
godiva dark chocolate liqueur, caramel vodka, and a touch of 
whipped cream with a salted rim

SAMUEL SMITH ORGANIC CHOCOLATE STOUT BEER 
delicious, smooth and creamy character, with inviting deep flavors 
and a delightful finish - this is the perfect marriage of satisfying 
stout and luxurious chocolate

CORDIALS
B&B
KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR
FRANGELICO
IRISH CREAM
RASPBERRY LIQUEUR
REMY MARTIN
VANILLA LIQUEUR

AFTER DINNER & SEASONAL DRINKS



Betty PennyChris OliverPeter Tony Cathy
Gary

CAN YOU
NAME THE
PRODUCE?
(Hint: They start
with the same
letter as their
first name!)

u Say Cheese Pizza $6

v Smiley Pepperoni Pizza $7

w Pasta Bowl $5
         with choice of sauce   

FOR CHILDREN 10 AND UNDER

x Grilled Cheese $6
         on our house bread  
y Grilled Chicken $7
         on cheesy garlic bread  

TIC-TAC-TOE!
Can you get three in a 

row?
FILL IN THE BLANKTo make a word you would find at a restaurant!

PI    A
C  EE  E

VE  ET  BLEPA  TA

FRU  T
D    SERT ME  U

BO  L
M  LK
B  E  D T    LE

P  A  E

�ll -in the blank answers:  pizza, cheese, pasta, fruit, dessert, vegetable, bowl, milk, bread, plate, menu, table  name the produce answers:  beet, carrot, potato, tomato, cucumber, garlic, onion, pepper

Ë Add a side 
of veggies $2.50

Ë SAVE ROOM FOR DESSERT!
Vanilla Ice Cream Sundae  $3
Kid’s Chocolate Brownie ala Mode  $3.50 
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